Abstract. Based on the analysis of the tube and the frame seat structure on the Remote weapon station virtual prototype, this paper use the Modal Integration method to model tube and frame seat,then analysis their free mode, we get the characteristic of the tube and the frame seat structure, and demonstrate the validity of the model. The research could provide reference value of remote weapon stationmulti-flexible-body modeling.
Introduction
Remote weapon station is a complicated system, it has many performance indexes, based on the virtual prototype technology to analysis and evaluate its performance indexes has become a new way. However model multi-flexible-body is a difficult problem when model virtual prototype of remote weapon station. In this paper, staring from virtual prototype of remote weapon station, to analysis the method of modeling multi-flexible-body, then modeling tube and frameseat structure through the Modal Integration method, at last this paper analysis their free mode and get the characteristic of the tube and the frame seat structure.
The method of modeling multi-flexible-body
Multi-flexible-body dynamics is the synthesis and promotion of multi-rigidbody dynamical, mainly focuses on the effect of flexible. There are many methods to analysis multi-flexible-body, this paper introduceFlexible-body Discretization Method and Modal Integration Method based on ADAMS. ADAMS describe object's spatial configuration with Cartesian coordinates and Euler parameters and solve sparse matrix with Gear rigid integral algorithm ADAMS/View 与 ADAMS/Solver.
Flexible-body discretizationmethod
Flexible-body Discretization Method proposed by Houston in 1981 firstly, and Amirouche, Zhang Da-jun and Liu You-wu improve this method. The basic idea is using imaginary flexible connection to connect limited number of rigid body, and using discrete rigid body to describe mass and inertia characteristics of flexible body. At last, dynamics equation is established by the elastic and damping characteristics of the flexible body. Because of using Finite segment method to build multi-flexible-body model as rough as using rigid body modeling, so it is not applicable for modeling complex multi-flexible-body model.
Modal integration method
Modal Integration Method regards multi-flexible-body as the nodes of finite model, linear motion of every node could approximate by linear superposition of modal or modal vector. Modal Integration Method could build complex shape flexible body, more applicable to the modeling of complex multi-flexible-body system. ADAMS provides two method to model flexible body, one is exporting modal neutralfile by Nastran,ABAQUS,ANSYS,I-DEASand other professionalfinite element analysis software. The other is usingmodal neutral file to generate flexiblebody directly by ADAMS. The abovetwo ways areneeded to establishmodal neutral file which includegeometricinformation,nodemass and inertia,modal,modal massand modalstiffnessand other information about flexible body. Modalintegration method can model complex flexible body which has shapeparts, and Finite segment method is mainly used to model simpleflexible body.
Then, based on modalintegration method, this paperwill build theflexible bodymodel of frame
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Flexible body modelingbased onWorkbench
The frame seatisthe mainpart to bear capacity on weapon station, when we build the dynamics model ofweaponstation, we should concernabout the influence of the frame seatdeformation onweapon station dynamic characteristics. Guntubeisa slender rod, themainmodal focusin thelow orderfrequency,bend and twist are easily arouse, so we will build theflexible body modeling of tube andframe.
Simplified model
Model simplificationonlysimplifiedoffbolt holeandchamfering,retentionmodel of overall structureas far as possible, for trulyreflect the structuralcharacteristics. Three MPC is set on the bodytube, The 1is the connectionof bodytubeand the tail of thecasingbody, 2 is the connection of tubehoop and gas,3is the connection of tube andrecoildevice. Seven MPC is set on the bracket, 1-2 is the connection of the trunnionand cradle, 3 is the connection of elevating mechanism, 4 is the connection of the control box, 5 is the connection of turret race, 6-7 is the connection of smokelauncher. By setting therigid connectionpoint, shooting loadcanmakethe true transferbetween the rigidbody andflexible body. In addition to otherphotoelectric instrumentandequipmentisinstalled on the bracket, they change thequality and moment of inertia of the wholeweapon station, and affects the dynamiccharacteristics of the whole system, so puttingthemas a wholeconstruction which is fixedly connectedon the bracket. 
Conclusions
Through the analysis of modal: i)The first 20order modals of tube is mostly bending modal, the order modal of low frequency is mostly bending modal,this indicates that tube is easy bend deflection. The tube is an axisymmetric structure that the ratio of length to diameter is relatively large, so that the bending frequency is usually appears in pairsintwo mutually perpendicularplanes.
ii) The first 20order modals of bracketis mostly torsionmodal, the order modal of low frequency is mostly torsion modal, this indicates that tube is easy torsional deflection.thebracket is an axisymmetric structure that has complexshape, so that the torsional frequencyis relatively complex,usually appear in theplanes of trunnion and bottom.
